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CHAPTER 20:
Harmony

              hereas melody is concerned with the horizontal aspects of music, harmony
involves the vertical.  Harmony occurs when pitches sound simultaneously.  Harmony is 
expressed vertically on the staff.  To relate it again to the XY axis, harmony would be 
expressed on the Y, or vertical, axis.

    Whereas Polyphonic music was more concerned with the melodic aspect of a musical 
piece, homophonic deals with vertical harmony.  The supporting voices (usually the lower
voices in homohphonic music ) merely act to provide a harmonic structure for the melody 
(usually the upper voice), and have no independent musical thought of their own.

    Intervals can be rendered either melodically or harmonically.  In chapter 7, the intervals 
that were given as examples were given melodically, either ascending or descending.
Below are intervals presented harmonically.  Identify each of the intervals in the exercises 
below:

    When two or more notes sound at the same time, they form a chord.  Chords can be 
consonant or dissonant.  In its most fundamental meaning, consonance is a combination  
of notes that sound pleasing to the listener.  This designation is purely subject to the 
tastes of the listener and the traditional practices in one's musical culture.  In western 
hamonic practice, certain notes have been proclaimed "dissonant" and others "consonant."
Dissonance, being the converse of consonance, is a combination of notes that sound irritating 
to the ear.  In western music, consonant intervals are most often defined by the notes which
form triads based upon the major scale.

Harmony:  Y

X:  Melody
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    Triads may be built on every degree of the scale.  Three of these triads are major triads.
Three are minor, and one is diminished.

The major chords are I, V, and IV.  Notice major chords are labeled with capital letters.  
The minor chords are ii, iii, and vi, which are labeled with lower case letters
The vii chord is diminished.  Notice the symbol for diminished (  ).  

What is it that determines if triad is major, minor, or diminished? 
         The arrangement of the major and  minor thirds.

The lower third of a major chord is major.  The upper third is minor:

Minor third
Major third

o

    A triad is a chord of three notes.  Triads can be built on any note of the scale.  The I 
(one) Chord is a triad built upon Do, the first note of the major scale.  That is why it is 
called a I Chord.

    What would a chord built on Fa be called?  So?  Re?

Thirds
    Triads are build in thirds up from its root note.  In a I Chord, Do is the root of the triad.  
A third is the distance between one note and the note that is separated from it by only 
one note.  All of the examples below illustrate the interval of a third:

Melodic thirds:

Harmonic thirds:

    Identify the thirds above as major or minor.  It is the third of a chord, the third note 
from the root of the chord, that determines whether it is a major chord or a minor chord.

o
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A.            B.            C.             D.            E.             F.            G.

iiiV6 6

6
4

E  Major:b

    The chords above are all presented in root position, meaning that the foundational note 
of the chord (the root) is the lowest note.  Chords may also be inverted; that is, they can 
have a chord note besides the root in the lowest voice.  The chord inversions are labeled 
according which note is in the lowest voice.  

    First inversion chords have the third of the chord in the lowest voice.  The chords in 
the example below are presented below in first inversion: 

Identify the following triads as major, minor, or diminished.

Major third
Minor third

The lower third of a minor triad is minor.  The upper is major:

Both the upper and the lower thirds of a diminished triad are minor:

Minor third
Minor third

    The interval between the lowest note and the root of the chord, which is now presented
in the upper voice, is a sixth.  Thus, a chord in first inversion is labeled with a "  ".  A tonic
chord in first inversion would be labeled a I   chord.  Identify the rest of the chords above.

6
6

    The triads below have been presented in second inversion.  In second inversion triads,
the fifth of the chord is in the lower voice, creating the interval of a sixth between the lower
and the upper notes, and the interval of a fourth between the lower note and the root of the
chord.  Thus, the second inversion tonic chord is labeled I   .

E  Major:             Vb

6
4

Identify the rest of the second inversion triads above.
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Activity Sheet 102:  The ii Chord 
Activity Sheet 103:  The vi Chord

CActivity Sheet 104:  The vii  hord
Activity Sheet 105:  Chord Game 
Activity Sheet 106:  Chord Analysis II 
Activity Sheet 107:  Chord Analysis III

Pencil Time:  Theory I

1. Chord--Two or more musical tones sounding together
2. Consonant--A pleasing sound.  Intervals that give a feeling of repose or

resolution are called consonant.
3. Diminished--Made smaller; a diminished triad is built with two minor thirds, thus it

has been "made smaller" than the chords containing both major and minor thirds.
4. Dissonant--Unpleasing sounds.  Intervals that create tension in the listener.
5. First inversion--A triad with its third (from the root note) in the lowest voice
6. Root--The note upon which a chord is built
7. Root position--A triad with the root in the lowest voice
8. Second inversion--A chord with the fifth (from the root note) in the lowest voice
9. Triad--A chord of three notes, built with thirds

OCABULARY:

A.            B.             C.             D.              E.             F.             G.           H.

Identify and label the major, minor, and diminished triads below according to whether 
they are in root position, first inversion, or second inversion.  Be sure to state the key 
at the beginning of each new key signature.

o




